CONTRACTOR ACCESS TO THE COMMERCE LEARNING CENTERS
@ NOAA and NWS

DOC recently issued Human Resource Bulletin #103, a policy restricting the use of
government funds to train contractor personnel. NOAA will no longer routinely provide
access to the CLC for non-government workers.

Effective May 7, 2010, CLC access for contractors will be turned off via a newly-created
setting in the NOAA Staff Directory (NSD). NOAA Chief Learning Officers and
contractors’ Federal managers must determine if contractors need access to
successfully perform work that they could not reasonably be expected to already
possess. In that case, contractors’ NOAA Chief Learning Officers and contractor’s
Federal managers must access the NSD and change the default setting for CLC access
to YES to allow contractors’ access to the CLC.

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATORS FROM NOAA AND NWS, AS WELL AS OTHER
SUPPORT REPRESENTATIVES DO NOT HAVE THE OPTION OF REACTIVATING
CONTRACTOR ACCOUNTS.

Contractors are encouraged to contact their NOAA Chief Learning Officers at
http://www.wfm.noaa.gov/Word/NOAA_Chief_Learning_Officers.doc with further
questions.